words in (TI , Tz , T3) of even length. Hence, it suflkes to find V E ( TI , T2 , T3) such that Vy E B(h), for if V # G(h), then T2 Y E G(A).
Define a sequence of points r,, = x, + iy, inductively as follows: apply Tz and T3, if necessary, to move y horizontally to a point TV in the strip EA = (T E H: --A/2 < Re 7 < O}. Given r, (n 3 l), apply T, and T3 to move T,T, horizontally to a point T,+~ E En . We will assume that 1 7, j < 1 for each n, otherwise the theorem is proved. Thus, Y%+~ = h/l 7% 1' > Yn . Let w be a cluster point of (7,) .
Note Im w > 0. If ( w / < 1, then (Tn} has an infinite subsequence (Tak] such that 1 7% 1 < c -=C 1, SO that Y4 3 Y& 2(k-1) -+ cc as k -+ co, a contradiction. Hence, 1 w ) = 1. When h < 2, let u denote the point of intersection between the unit circle and the line Re 7 = ---h/2. We will assume that ;\ < 2 and that w = ZJ is the unique cluster point of (TV}, otherwise T17, E B(A) for some large n. If arg T, < arg u for some n, then Im T,+1 > Im 0, contradicting the fact that y, t Im U. Hence, arg To > arg v for each n. Now there exists an N such that for all n >, N, T,+~ = T3T17,, , so that x,+~ = -A -x,/(x,~ + ym2). Let n > N. Note that X, < 0, since X n+l > --A/2 > --A. Letting rrB = rr -arg ZJ (so that X = 2 cos &), we have Thus, x,+1 > x, for each IZ > N, which contradicts the fact that x, -+ Re v. 1
Thus, B(A) is a fundamental region for G(A) if and only if no two distinct points of B(h) are G(A)-equivalent. We now show this is the case when h>,2orhEC. ProoJ: Choose V # I(1 is the identity) in G(h) and 7 E B(h). We will show that VT 6 B(A). We can write Yin the form V = S~*TS~-IT *.* S?TS?, where r > 1, each ki o 2, and ki # 0 if 2 < i < r -1. Let 7,. = EVANS T@TS;ki--l . , . Tsk ,+v. It is easily seen that I 7i j < 1 for 1 < i < r -1. Thus, VT = @~,-r $ B(X). 1
In order to handle the case h E C, we shall need two lemmas. Whenever h E C, we shall write A = 2 cos(n/q), where q E 2, q >, 3. Let +ri = T2 WiTt Wi+l *.. T, Wk+, 7. We will show by induction on i that Re 7i < 0, (2 < i < k + 1). Since VT E B(A), Re +r2 = Re WF'VT < 0 by Lemma 2. Assume Re r, < 0 for an m such that 2 < m < k. Then Re T,T, > 0, so by Lemma 2, Re T,+~ = Re WG'T~T~ < 0, completing the induction.
As 7 E B(X), Re Wti+1~ < 0 by Lemma 2. Hence, Re Tk+l = Re 7'2Wkt1 T > 0, a contradiction. 1
We now investigate the distribution of G(h)-equivalent points in H when O<h<2,)l$C. LEMMA 4. Suppose WE G(X) has infinite order and W has a fixed point 71 E H. Let t(T) = (7 -~~)/(r -?I>, w h ere ?l is the complex conjugate of TV. Then for each r E H -{TV}, the set J, = {WY: n E Z} is dense on the circle K, = {a: ( t(o)/ = / t(7)l). = p-2nt(7). Since TV is nonreal and W has infinite order, (;')#(z f;)"(;')=~~(;'), foreachn>,l.
Otherwise, writing
we would have (a(") -1) 71 = --b(") and c%~ = 1 -dtn), so that a(") = dtn) = 1 and b(") = ctn) = 0, a contradiction. Therefore, p is not a root of unity, and, consequently, (t( W?): n E Z} is dense on the circle {z: ) z 1 = 1 t(7))). Thus, J, is dense on K, . 1 LEMMA 5. If 0 < X < 2, h $ C, then there exists a WE G(A) such that W has infinite order and W has ajxed point in H. W has a fixed point by Lemma 3.
To show that W has infinite order, we will show that -ck -dk ak -ck has a characteristic value p which is not a root of unity. Let ck' be any algebraic conjugate of ck . Since p satisfies the characteristic equation x2 + 2cg + 1 = 0, a root p' of x2 + 2ck'x + 1 = 0 is a conjugate of p. When (J 2q) = 1, (sin(mpkj/q))/(sin(7Tpjlq)) is a conjugate of c, . If we let c,' = (sin(rpkj/q))/(sin(npj/q)), where j is odd and jp = 1 (mod q), then ) ck' ( = I(sin(rk/q))/sin(n/q)l 3 1. Thus, p' is real. Now suppose p is a root of unity. Then so is p', so p' = il. Thus, p = &I, which contradicts IckI <l.Thus,p is not a root of unity. 1
It follows from Lemmas 4 and 5 that G(A) is not discontinuous when 0 < h < 2, X 4 C. We can prove a bit more. Proof. By Lemma 5, we can find a WE G(h) such that W has infinite order and W has a fixed point 71 E H. Define t(r) = (7 -T~)/(T -or) as before. Assume there is a 7 E H for which A(T) is not dense in H. Then there is an open disk NC H -{rl} such that N n A(7) = izr . If o E K, n A(7) for some o! E N, then N would contain a point in J, by Lemma 4, a contra-diction. Thus, K, n A(T) = aa, for each 01 E N. We can, therefore, find e, and e2 such that {u E A(T): e, < 1 t(u)] < es} = m.
Let e3 be the largest number for which {u E A(T): e, < 1 t(u)\ < e3} = ia. Note e3 < 1, since 1 t(S,+)\ -+ 1, as m + co. Define j3 to be the point with the largest real part satisfying j @)I = e3 . Note that ,8 is the rightmost point on K, . The circles KB and S;'K,+, intersect at p but they are not tangent because the center of SL'K~+~ is higher than the center of KB . (The center of KB is (x1 , y,[(2/(1 -ef)) -11) and the center of K BfA is (x1, y,[(2/(1 -e43) -l]), where TV = x1 + iyl and e3 < e4 = ( t@ + h)l < 1). By definition of e3, there are points of A(T) arbitrarily close to KB . Hence, there are circles Kv(v E A(7)) in any small annulus containing K, . Lemma 4, thus, shows that p is a cluster point of A(7). Choose p E A(T) so close to /3 that KB and SylK,+, intersect but are not tangent. Then there are points of S;lJ,,, in (u: e, < ] t(u)! < eJ, a contradiction. 1
We conclude with some remarks concerning the distribution of G(h)-fixed points in H. A G(X)-fixed point is a point in If fixed by some nonidentity element of G(h). When h Z 2 or h E C, it is clear that B(h) contains no G(h)-fixed points. (For suppose VT = T, where VE G(h), 7 E B(h). As V is continuous at 7, I/ maps a neighborhood N of 7 into B(A). As no two distinct points of B(X) are G(X)-equivalent, V acts as the identity on N. By the identity theorem, V = I.)
The following corollary shows that the situation is quite different when O<h<2,h$C. 
